In this paper we present a novel algorithm to synthesize an optimal decision tree from OR-decision tables, an extension of standard decision tables, complete with the formal proof of optimality and computational cost analysis. As many problems which require to recognize particular patterns can be modeled with this formalism, we select two common binary image processing algorithms, namely connected components labeling and thinning, to show how these can be represented with decision tables, and the benefits of their implementation as optimal decision trees in terms of reduced memory accesses. Experiments are reported, to show the computational time improvements over state of the art implementations.
Introduction 1
Decision tables are a formalism used to describe the behavior of a system 2 whose state can be represented by the outcome of testing certain conditions.
3
Given a particular state, the system performs a set of actions. Each line of the 4 table is a rule, which drives an action. position. Each vector in r ∈ R has a given probability p r ≥ 0 to occur, such 48 that r∈R p r = 1.
49
We will call set K ⊆ R a k-cube if it is a cube in {0, 1}
L of dimension k, and 50 it will be represented as a L-vector containing k dashes (−) and L − k values 51 0's and 1's. The set of positions in which the vector contains dashes will be 52 denoted as D K . The occurrence probability of the k-cube K is the probability 53 P K of any element in K to occur, i.e. P K = r∈K p r . The set of all k-cubes,
54
for each k = 0, . . . , L, will be denoted with K k .
the following properties:
1. Each leaf corresponds to a k-cube, denoted by K , that is a subset of K.
66
The cubes associated to the set of leaves of the tree are a partition of K.
67
Each leaf is associated to a non empty set of actions A K , associated with 0 (resp. 1).
72
2. Two distinct nodes on the same root-leaf path can not have the same label.
73
Root-leaf paths univocally identify, by means of nodes and edges labels, the
74
(vector representation of the) cubes associated to leaves: positions labeling 75 nodes on the path must be set to the value of the label on the corresponding 76 outgoing edges, the remaining positions are set to a dash.
77
When using decision tables to determine which action to execute, we need assumed by the conditions whose indexes label the root-leaf path leading to a 82 leaf associated to the cube that contains the occurred rule. This path might be 83 shorter than L, therefore using the tree we avoid to test the conditions that are 84 not on the root-leaf path. The sum of the weights of the missing conditions gives 85 an indication of the gain that we have, concerning that particular rule, in using 86 the tree instead of the table. On average, the gain in making a decision is given 87 by the sum of the gains given by rules in leaves, weighted by the probability 88 that the rules associated to leaves occur; for this reason, the gain of a tree is a 89 measure of the weights of the conditions that, on the average, we do not have 90 to test in order to decide which actions to take when rules occur.
91
Definition 3 (Gain of a Decision Tree). Given a k-cube K and a decision 92 tree T for K, the gain of T is defined in the following way:
where L is the set of leaves of the tree, subcube of the partition has dashes in the same positions given by set D K \ {j}.
123
All rules of one subcube have condition in position j set to zero, while those in 124 the other subcube have that condition set to one.
125
Proposition 1. Given a k-cube K and any tree-compatible partition {K j,0 , K j,1 }
126
for K we have
Proof. The proof follows directly from the fact that {K j,0 , K j,1 } is a partition 128 of K and from definitions of P K and A k .
129
Observe that not all cube partitions are suitable for decision tree construc-
130
tion, only tree-compatible ones are. Consider, for example, cube K = {00, 01, 10, 11}
131
and the non tree-compatible partition K = {00}, K = {01, 10, 11}. As-
132
sume that the intersection of actions associated to the cubes is empty (i.e.
133
A K ∩ A K = {∅}). Hence, the decision tree must have at least one internal with one. Again, this is impossible, as rule 10 ∈ K is misplaced.
Dynamic Programming Algorithm

145
An optimal decision tree can be computed using a generalization of the for K with more than one node and such that gain(T ) = OP T is optimal.
158
Then, there must exist two sibling leaves 0 and 1 such that: 
4.
A 0 ∩ A 1 ⊇ A K = {∅}.
165
Build a new decision tree T for K by replacing node v in T with a new leaf 166 corresponding to the cube K 0 ∪K 1 , and associate set of actions A 0 ∩A 1 = {∅}.
167
The set of leaves of the new tree T is given by ((L \ ( 0 ∪ 1 )) ∪ { }) and the Algorithm 1 MGDT -Maximum Gain Decision Tree for OR-Decision Tables
Gain *
AK ← DT (K) the set of actions associated to rule K by the OR-decision table
4:
PK ← pK the occurrence probability of rule K 5: end for
for all possible cube dimensions > 0
7:
for K ∈ Kn do for all possible cubes with n dashes compute current cube probability and set of actions by means of a tree-compatible partition 8:
where j is any index in DK 9:
10:
if PK = 0 then
11:
Gain * K ← 0 12:
if AK = ∅ then 14:
else compute gains obtained by tree-compatible partitions, one at the time
16:
for i ∈ DK do for all positions set to a dash 17:
18:
end for keep the best gain and its index 19: if PK = 0 or AK = ∅ then create leaf corresponding to cube K and associated to set of actions AK
28:
CreateLeaf(AK )
29:
else recursively build trees on subcubes given by tree-compatible partition distinguished by index i * K 30: CreateNode(i * K , lef t, right)
33:
end if 34: end procedure gain of T might be computed in the following way:
as P = P 0 + P 1 > 0 and w i > 0. Contradiction, T was supposed to have 170 maximum gain.
171
Lemma 2. Given an OR-Decision Table DT and a k-cube
Proof. Proof is by induction on cube dimension. Base case: For 0-cubes we 175 have (line 2) Gain * 
179
Observe that, for any j ∈ D K , the tree-compatible partition {K j,0 , K j,1 } has the 180 following properties:
Suppose at first that P Kj,0 , P Kj,1 > 0, hence, inductive hypothesis applies to 184 both K j,0 and K j,1 and
using the inductive hypotesis
Without loss of generality, suppose now that P Kj,0 = 0 and P Kj,1 > 0, then 186 inductive hypothesis applies only to K j,1 , P K = P Kj,1 and Gain * Kj,0 = 0 (lines 187 10-11). We have
using the inductive hypothesis
optimal decision tree for K with only one leaf.
191
Proof. If P K = 0, the algorithm associates to K a gain equal to zero (lines 
194
If A K = {∅} and P K = 0, then by Lemma 1 the optimal tree must be a 195 leaf. The algorithm builds a tree that is a single leaf (line 28) to which it is 196 associated the gain of Equation (4) that is the definition of gain in the case in 197 which the tree is a leaf.
198
Lemma 3. Given an OR-Decision Table DT and a k-cube K such that P = 0 and A K = 0, let T be a decision tree for K of height h ≥ 1 and let T 0 and T 1 be the subtrees of T . The gain of the tree might be recursively computed in the following way: 
202
Corollary 2. The maximum gain achievable by a decision tree for K is
Corollary 3. If P K = 0 and A K = {∅}, procedure BuildTree(K) computes 204 the optimal decision tree for K.
205
Finally, we can conclude that 206 Theorem 1. Given an expanded limited entry OR-Decision 
214
(2) n gains, one for each index in D K (lines 16 -18), each in constant time.
215
The final recursive procedure for tree construction adds, in the worst case
216
(in which a complete binary tree is constructed) an O(2 L ) term. Hence, the 217 computational time of the algorithm is upper bounded by:
About different types of decision tables
219
In literature other decision tables have been studied, representing functions 220 having different domain or co-domain and different meaning. and consider the OR-decision table that associates to rule r the composed-action 234 DT (r). In in this case, the worst case computational running time is upper- cube that corresponds to a compressed rule. In Figure 1 we give a very simple 242 example showing that, this approach, does not lead to the optimal decision tree.
243
Hence, to derive a decision tree starting from a compressed 
Decision Tables Applied to Image Processing Problems
247
In this section we show how the described approach can be effectively applied only in a single case between merge operations.
280
When using 8-connection, the pixels of a 2 × 2 square are all connected to 281 each other and a 2 × 2 square is the largest set of pixels in which this property 282 holds. This implies that all foreground pixels in a the block will share the same 283 label. For this reason, scanning the image moving on a 2 × 2 pixel grid has the 284 advantage to allow the labeling of four pixels at the same time.
285
Employing all necessary pixels in the enlarged neighborhood, we deal with 286 L = 16 pixels(thus conditions), for a total amount of 2 16 possible combinations.
287
Using the approach described in [2] leads to producing a decision tree containing 288 210 nodes sparse over 14 levels, assuming all patterns occurred with the same 289 probability and unitary cost for testing conditions. Instead, by using the algo- The direct comparison between the He's approach (He08 ) with the three evolutions of block based decision tree approach, from the initial proposal with heuristic selection between alternative rules (BBHDT ), further improved with the optimal decision tree generation (BBOUDT ) and finally enhanced with a probabilistic weight of the rules (BBOPDT ).
rithm proposed in this work, under the same assumptions, we obtain a much 291 more compressed tree with 136 nodes sparse over 14 levels: the complexity in 292 terms of levels is the same, but the code footprint is much lighter. Moreover, the 293 resulting tree is proven to be the optimal one (Fig. 4) . To push the algorithm 294 performances to its limits, it is possible to add an occurrence probability for 295 each pattern (p r ), which can be computed off-line as a preprocessing stage on a 296 reference dataset.
297
To test the performance of the optimal decision tree, we used a dataset of 
305
We performed a comparison between the following approaches:
306
• He et al. approach (He07 ), which highlights the benefits of the Union-Find 307 algorithm for labels resolution and the use of a decision tree to optimize 308 the memory access.
309
• The block based approach with decision tree generated with heuristic se-310 lection between alternatives as previously proposed in [2] (BBHDT )
311
• The block based approach with optimal decision tree generated with the 312 procedure proposed in this work, assuming uniform distribution of pat-313 terns ( BBOUDT)
314
• The block based approach with optimal decision tree with weighted pattern 315 probabilities (BBOPDT )
316
For each of these algorithms, the median time over five runs is kept in order to 317 remove possible outliers due to other tasks performed by the operating system.
318
All algorithms of course produced the same labeling on all images, and a uniform cost is assumed for condition testing. The tests have been performed on a Intel
320
Core 2 Duo E6420 processor, using a single core for the processing. The code 321 is written in C++ and compiled on Windows 7 using Visual Studio 2008.
322
As reported in Fig. 3 , we confirm the significant performance speedup of the
323
BBHDT, which shows a gain of roughly 29% over the previous state-of-the-art pixel P 1 , the neighboring pixels are enumerated in clockwise order: 340 P 9 P 2 P 3
Let k = 0 during the first subiteration and k = 1 during the second one.
342
Pixel P 1 should be removed if the following conditions are true: c'.
where ground, and the only two possible actions are removing the current pixel or not.
367
The ZS algorithm has also another condition, that is the value of subiteration node is background, otherwise the algorithm should follow the right one.
376
We compared the original ZS and HSCP with their version based on optimal 377 decision trees. The procedures were used to thin a set of binary document im- commonly employed preprocessing step.
382
The results of the comparison are reported in Table 1 . The use of the decision 383 trees significantly improves the performance of both ZS and HSCP algorithms.
384
A second important result is that on average HSCP, despite being slower then
385
ZS on sequential machines, becomes the fastest approach when the memory 386 by the observation that the larger the window, the higher the saving can be.
392
HSCP+Tree is around 20% faster than the original ZS approach. 
Conclusions
394
In this paper we presented a general modeling approach for local image 
